Motion dazzle describes high-contrast patterns (e.g. zigzags on snakes and dazzle paint on World War I ships) that do not conceal an object, but inhibit an observer’s perception of its motion. However, there is limited evidence for this phenomenon. Locusts have a pair of descending contralateral movement detector (DCMD) neurons which respond to predator-like looming objects and trigger escape responses. Within the network providing input to a DCMD, separate channels are excited when moving edges cause areas of the visual field to brighten or darken, respectively, and these stimuli interact antagonistically. When a looming square has an upper half and lower half that are both darker than background, it elicits a stronger DCMD response than the upper half does alone. However, when a looming square has a darker-than-background upper half and a brighter-than-background lower half, it elicits a weaker DCMD response than its upper half does alone. This effect allows high-contrast patterns to weaken and delay DCMD response parameters implicated in escape decisions, and is analogous to motion dazzle. However, the motion dazzle effect does not provide the best means of motion camouflage, because uniform bright squares, or low-contrast squares, elicit weaker DCMD responses than high-contrast, half dark, half bright squares.

1. Introduction

Motion dazzle describes high-contrast patterns that do not conceal an object, but interfere with an observer’s perception of its motion [1–4]. The only experimental evidence for motion dazzle is from studies of humans completing computer-simulated target-capture or speed-judgement tasks, with limited consensus among results [1–4]. Furthermore, the mechanistic basis of motion dazzle is unclear, although it might result from the integration of responses from neurons that view motion within limited receptive fields: if the moving edges of a pattern are viewed through such apertures, only the component of motion perpendicular to an edge is apparent [5].

Although investigators have focused on how dazzle patterns might protect moving prey from predator attack, such patterns might also disguise a predator’s approach from its target prey. From the prey animal’s viewpoint, a directly approaching predator is a looming stimulus, characterized by the symmetrical expansion of its edges over the viewer’s eye. Locusts are important model organisms for understanding looming-detection and escape behaviour initiation. Each of a locust’s compound eyes has a single lobula giant movement detector (LGMD) neuron which responds strongly to looming stimuli with a spike train that increases in frequency as a looming stimulus expands over the locust’s eye [6,7]. The LGMD has a large dendritic fan, which receives retinotopically arranged excitatory inputs that respond to local brightening (ON stimulation) or darkening (OFF stimulation) at individual facets of the eye [8], as occurs when the edges of an object move over the eye. One explanation for looming-sensitivity is that lateral-inhibitory interactions between excitatory channels cause the LGMD to respond selectively to stimuli in which the extent of edge and speed of edge movement over the eye both increase [9,10]. An alternative explanation posits that the LGMD multiplies its excitatory input by feed-forward inhibitory inputs that it receives as a result of large-field
luminance changes [11,12]. Each LGMD synapses with a single descending contralateral movement detector (DCMD) neuron, which faithfully reproduces the LGMD spike train and conveys it to the thoracic ganglia [13]. There, high DCMD spike rates are implicated in triggering emergency behavioural responses to looming threats [14].

An early investigation found that when ON and OFF stimuli were provided at the same time, they had antagonistic effects on the DCMD response [9]. One possibility is that this results from cross-pathway inhibition between separate ON and OFF channels that converge to form the excitatory inputs to the LGMD [8,9]. As patterns that dazzle humans contain high-contrast edges which would elicit ON and OFF stimuli during movement [1–3], I extend the early DCMD experiments to ask whether antagonistic interactions between ON and OFF stimuli provide a substrate for motion dazzle in the locust visual system.

2. Material and methods

(a) Looming stimuli

Visual stimuli were programmed using VisionEgg software [15] on an Intel Pentium 4-equipped PC with a PNY (Parsippany, NJ, USA) Nvidia Geforce 6200 graphics card and were displayed on an Iiyama (Tokyo, Japan) Visionmaster pro 454 CRT monitor with 200 Hz frame rate. The monitor’s display measured 357 x 267 mm and had a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. Locusts viewed the monitor monocularly from a distance of 0.07 m, where the display subtended 137 x 125˚, and an individual pixel in the centre of the display subtended 0.46˚ x 0.46˚. Stimuli were 80 x 80 mm squares that loomed directly towards the centre of a locust’s compound eye at 4 m s\(^{-1}\), beginning their approach at a simulated distance of 10.07 m, and ending at 0.07 m from the eye (there subtending approx. 60˚). Squares comprised equal-sized upper and lower halves with varying luminance. Background luminance was 29.0 cd m\(^{-2}\), and stimulus luminances varied from 1 to 102.6 cd m\(^{-2}\) (see the electronic supplementary material, S1). Stimuli are described by their contrast relative to the background, calculated by:

\[
\frac{L_{\text{object}} - L_{\text{background}}}{L_{\text{background}}}
\]

Positive-contrast stimuli are brighter than background, negative-contrast stimuli are darker than background and zero-contrast stimuli are indistinguishable from background.

(b) Electrophysiology

Experiments were conducted on adult Schistocerca gregaria Forskål supplied by Blades Biological (Edenbridge, Kent, UK). DCMD activity was recorded extracellularly using 50 μm copper wires inserted through holes pierced in the ventral neck sclerite (see the electronic supplementary material, S1 [16]). Each locust received three presentations of each stimulus, delivered in pseudorandom order and separated by a 2.5 min interval. Mean response measurements across the three presentations of a stimulus were used for analysis.

(c) Statistical analysis

DCMD responses were analysed using one- and two-factor repeated-measures ANOVA or repeated-measures multiple linear regression (see the electronic supplementary material, S1), conducted using IBM (Armonk, NY, USA) SPSS STATISTICS v. 19.0. In repeated-measures ANOVA, sphericity was assessed using Mauchly’s test and evaluation of epsilon, and corrected using the Greenhouse–Geisser correction. \textit{A priori} simple contrasts tested for augmentation or reduction of DCMD response versus a control stimulus. Least significant difference (LSD) tests were used post hoc.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1a illustrates the antagonistic effect of ON and OFF stimulation on the DCMD response to a looming square. Increasingly darker-than-background square lower halves (negative contrasts, black circles) and increasingly brighter-than-background square lower halves (positive contrasts, open circles), both elicited increasingly strong DCMD responses when they loomed without a discernible upper half (y-axis). However, when delivered in combination with a dark upper half, dark lower halves progressively augmented the response caused by the upper half alone (grey circle), while bright lower halves progressively reduced it (y-axis; \(F_{2,24,20.17}=123.730, p < 0.001\)). Therefore, there was an antagonistic effect on the DCMD response when the patterning of a looming stimulus caused its expanding edges to elicit both ON and OFF stimulation to different areas of the eye (see also [9]). The antagonistic effect of integrating these potentially conflicting local sensations resembles current explanations for motion dazzle in humans [2,17].

I next investigated whether this motion dazzle effect affected spike train parameters implicated in triggering a locust’s escape (see the electronic supplementary material, S2). In flying locusts, stimuli that elicit higher DCMD spike rates also elicit higher probabilities of emergency glide behaviour [14,16]. In standing locusts, the DCMD response reaching an approximately 240 spikes s\(^{-1}\) threshold is associated with the onset of hindleg muscle co-contraction which stores energy to power a jump, and where co-contraction is delayed, jumps tend not to occur [18]. Both peak spike rate and the time to collision at which a 240 spikes s\(^{-1}\) threshold was reached were significantly augmented by addition of a darker-than-background square lower half to a darker-than-background square upper half, but reduced or unchanged by addition of a brighter-than-background lower half to a darker-than-background upper half (figure 1b; spike rate: \(F_{1,96,17.62}=14.428, p < 0.001\); 240 spikes s\(^{-1}\) threshold: \(F_{3,41,20.65}=9.392, p < 0.001\)). The stepped appearance of the curves in figure 1b underline that a specific response decrement is attributable to the interaction of bright and dark stimulus edges, rather than simply the declining mean luminance of the whole stimulus. Multiple linear regression indicated that both mean stimulus luminance and the sign of lower half contrast had significant effects on DCMD spike counts elicited by complete square stimuli (mean luminance: Wald \(\chi^2=42.464, p < 0.001\); contrast sign: Wald \(\chi^2=339.244, p < 0.001\)). The sign of lower half contrast but not mean stimulus luminance significantly affected peak spike rate (mean luminance: Wald \(\chi^2=1.264, p = 0.261\); contrast sign: Wald \(\chi^2=21.491, p < 0.001\)), and the time before collision at which a 240 spikes s\(^{-1}\) threshold was reached (mean luminance: Wald \(\chi^2=2.178, p = 0.140\); contrast sign: Wald \(\chi^2=9.497, p = 0.002\)). Thus, antagonism between ON and OFF stimuli caused a small but significant decrement to behaviourally relevant DCMD response parameters which would impede or delay a locust’s escape, meaning that high-contrast dazzle patterns could advantage a predator in catching a locust.

The above results demonstrate the existence of motion dazzle, but do not probe its relative effectiveness in camouflaging motion. Figure 1c compares DCMD responses to dark
squares, bright squares and bright/dark combination squares in high- and low-contrast configurations. The DCMD is known to respond more strongly to dark than bright looms and to respond more strongly with increasing stimulus contrast [6]. DCMD responses were significantly weaker in response to low-contrast (open circles) compared with high-contrast stimuli (black circles; spike count: $F_{1,8} = 232.057, p < 0.001$; spike rate: $F_{1,8} = 85.877, p < 0.001$; cf. [2]). DCMD responses to combination squares were weaker than those to dark squares, but still stronger than those to bright squares, except in terms of peak spike rate in the high-contrast configuration (stimulus effect—spike count: $F_{1,13,9.07} = 78.727, p < 0.001$; spike rate: $F_{1,25,10.01} = 77.894, p < 0.001$; interaction—spike count: $F_{1,12,8.99} = 3.638, p = 0.086$; spike rate: $F_{1,27,10.17} = 8.910, p = 0.010$; post hoc LSD tests, $p < 0.05$). Furthermore, the low-contrast combination square had a mean luminance approximately equal to its background, but a uniform stimulus of this luminance (providing virtually no contrast) would elicit a negligible DCMD response [6]. Studies in other contexts also indicate that motion dazzle may not be the most effective form of motion camouflage. For humans, contrast- ing patterns make translating targets difficult to capture, but low-contrast uniform targets are harder still to capture.
Cuttlefish (which actively control their coloration) reduce high-contrast pattern elements when moving [19]. Nevertheless, my results demonstrate that dazzle patterns can impede looming motion perception, and such motion dazzle effects might benefit organisms when other pressures select for high-contrast markings [2]. The well-studied visual systems and tractable behaviour of insects make them excellent models for the further investigation of motion dazzle.

Data accessibility. Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository (doi:10.5061/dryad.kb5cb) [20].
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